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The main aim of this article is to present an annotated Japanese translation
of the first part of Sa skya paṇḍi ta’s logical work, the Tshad ma rigs pa’i gter,
which discusses the defining character of defining character (mtshan nyid kyi
mtshan nyid). This topic is one of the most complicated and difficult discussions
in early Tibetan logic, which developed in the Kadam school. As a Sakya pa
master and a successor to orthodox Indian Buddhist logic, Sa skya paṇḍi ta
criticizes the ideas of the Kadam school’s masters on the defining character of
defining character and presents his ideas in conformity with Dharmakīrti’ s
framework of Buddhist logic.
Sa skya paṇḍi ta’s presentation of his criticism of the Kadam school’s
masters and of his own views is so clear and simple that it is easier for us to
understand not only Sa skya paṇḍi ta’s intent regarding the defining character of
defining character but also that of his opponents. It is for this reason that I was
able to translate Sa skya paṇḍi ta’s discussion on the defining character of
defining character in what is the first attempt to translate the Tibetan discussion
into a modern language.
In my introduction to the annotated translation, after having explained the
meanings of basic terms used in the translation, I discuss the conceptual
relationship between objective differentia (don ldog), differentia in itself (rang
ldog), and differentia holder (gzhi ldog). These three terms concerning differentia
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are general terms rather than technical terms discussed in logical works and serve
as defining character (mtshan nyid), defined designation (mtshon bya), and
definition holder (mtshan gzhi). These terms, especially the first two, are defined
by the first two terms regarding differentiae with some modifying phrases that
make defining character and defined designation one-to-one corresponding terms.
As a result of this study, we are now in a position to make start on
investigating the profound meaning of defining character and defined designation.
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